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ABSTRACT 

Torque and Current Response Due to Singularity 

Changes of Induction Machine Slip 

by 

Jessie G. Orpilla  

Recognizing that the prime purpose of the 3 phase induction motor is to deliver 

torque with minimum line current. This thesis studies the torque as well as the 

current response produced by the singularity changes in the induction machine slip. 

It is desirable that the torque to be maximized for a given value of line current at 

the corresponding load slip. 

This thesis analyzes the torque and current response, when a slip at no-load 

is changed to a unit-step, Qu(t), a unit-impulse, Qδ(t), a pulse characterized by 

Q[u(t)-u(t-T)], a unit-ramp, Qt, and a sinusoidal, Qsint, slip. The responses are 

analyzed againts the time. All of the computations are based on the approximate 

equivalent circuit of the induction motor, with the stator resistance, Rs, and the 

stator reactive reactance, ʃXs, being neglected. It is clone to simplify the complexity 

of the computations and the computer programming, and it is a real and practical 

assumption. 

The Laplace Transformation method is used in solving the differential equations 

for torque and for the current.. A computer program using FORTRAN language is 

simulated based on the final equation for both torque and current. The program 

calculates and graphs the computed results againts the time. 

In addition, this thesis work analyzed the motor performance if it is running at 

high slip, as in the case of a low-drive induction motor, and when it is operating at 

negative slip, as an induction generator. 

It is seen that the torque and current response of the motor and the induc-

tion generator are almost identical in nature. They follow the pattern of their slip 

changes, with the exception when the final slip is sinusoidal. The only difference is 



that the induction generator will absorb power, which is, in effect, supplying power

, that is mostly of leading power-factor or almost unity power-factor. 

The torque to current ratio, being one of the most important data in the per-

formance of induction motor, is also computed and plotted againts the time based 

on the previous calculations. Moreover, the torque response is also compared with 

respect to its maximum or breakdown torque. 

It is seen that the most positively effective and practical among the slip functions 

is the unit-step. Because the response is constant at any period of time and the 

torque response will never exceed the breakdown torque as long as the slip does 

not exceed the slip at maximum torque. In the case of a sinusoidal and a unit-

ramp function, the maximum or breakdown torque is reached at a certain time, t

, due to their time-dependent functions. While the unit-impulse and the rectangular 

pulse are also practical functions since they are time-independent functions. But the 

responses reached their maximum when operating as a low-drive motor, with high 

machine slip. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Introduction 

"Hie induction mototill was invented by .Nikola Testa in 1,S l(3. It resembles like 

an electric transformer whose magnetic circuit is separated by an air-gap into TWO 

relatively movable parts. It has the primary winding which is held stationary and is 

called the stator winding and the secondary winding which is rotating and is called 

the rotor winding. The rotor circuit has no connection to the supply circuit and 

its field is only induced by the currents thru the stator. the principle of induction. 

That's why it is called the induction motor. It is either single-phase or polyphase 

machines. 

1.2 General Types 

fliere are two general types of :3 phase induction motor. One is the squirrel cage 

rotor type in which the rotor is self-contained and resembles a. bird cage. The rotor 

conductors are permanently short-circuited by the end-rings. It has an adjustable. 

nearly constant and variable speed. In general. it has a medium starting torque. 

It is widely used in pump. compressor. blower. prime mover of dc generators. etc. 

The other type is the wound rotor type. The rotor has insulated coils of wire and 

resembles like a dc armature. The rotor conductors are connected to a slip rings and 

shorted thru the brushes. It has a variable speed and high starting torque. It is used 

in hoist. crane. elevator. escalator. pump. conveyor. etc. 

The polyphase induction machine is the lowest-cost and most widely used mo-

tor in the industrial world. There are also a. fractional-horsepower motors which 

are single-phase. They are used for electric fans.refrigerators.washing-machines. and 

other appliances. The advantages of the induction motor over the other types are its 
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simplicity. reliability. low-cost. good efficiency. good over-load capacity. and uiiuiinal 

service requirement. 

1.3 The Rating System 

The nameplate ratings of the motor are the bases of its performance capabilities. It 

giVe5 the overall performance of the motor itself. It defines the starting. continuos 

starting and overload torque: the temperature endurance: low starting current: and 

other factors. The purpose of motor rating. therefore. is to define accurately its 

performance in a way that is advantageous to the costumer. 

The rating[21 of the induction motor gives the following: the supply voltage. the 

number of phases. the frequency of the power supply. the horsepower rating. speed 

and the temperature rise. The horsepower rating together with the rated speed gives 

the torque the motor can deliver. The rating also states the type of service Ny bet her 

continuos. intermit lent. or varying duty. 

1.4 General Purpose Motor 

To maintain service reliability and flexibility of application. the American Standards 

require that a general purpose[3] polyphase motor shall have maximum or breakdown 

torque of not less than 2 times as its nameplate rating. The purpose of choosing 200 

percent for the breakdown torque are the following: First. it is desired that it will 

continue delivering normal output during temporary low-voltage. Secondly. it is 

required for general purpose motor that it will operate continuously without injury 

at an output equal to 1 1 7) percent of its rating. And finally. a factor of 1.25 is given 

to provide for occasional overloads and unforseen contingencies in the operation of 

motor. 
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It is desireable for general-purpose motor to he started at full voltage. With the 

voltage being reduced at starting. the torque is reduced as the square of the volt a..e. 

Any loads requiring high iorque will not be started. With a current durine 

starting[11 causes a reduced voltage. So it is a must to hold this current as low as 

possible. a problem usually encounter by the desi.,:ner. 

1.6 Temperature Limitation 

Temperature{.;] is also one of the factors to be controlled in the operation of any 

motor. Excessive temperat tire tends to deteriorate the performance capability and 

life of electric motor. So it is a must for a design engineer to have an insulation 

with greater endurance and good mechanical properties. Temperature rise is also 

proportional to the losses. Overloads are destructive to the motor but occasional 

overloads of moderate value can be tolerated without great effect in its life. 

1.7 The Equivalent Circuit 

The performance of a polyphase induction motor can he analyzed by the pliasor 

or circle (flagrant. But for the purpose of repetitive calculation. it is not advisable 

to use these methods. Since the introduction of computers (gives us a convenient 

and more efficient way of calculating the performance of a. motor. the equivalent. 

cicuit [6.7.8] provides us a sound basis for calculation. It is shown in Fig. 1.1. It is 

almost-  similar to a transformer circuit except for the replacement of the transformer 

load by R — .s Because of the large number of ampere-t urns required to force 

the flux across the motor air-gap. the magnetizing reactance. A. is larger for the 

induction motor compare to the transformer. The primary voltage E1  is equal to the 

line voltage divided by \A3 for a \ --connected winding. A voltage drop occurs in the 

primary due to resistance. R.S . and leakage reactance. X,. 

At. speed below synchronism. it produces a current I,. which creates a secondary 

resistance drop and a. rotor leakage reactance drop The secondary 



resistance drop multiplied by the rotor current defines the power delivered to I he 

motor shaft. commonly called as the out put mechanical power. It is to be multiplied 

by the number of phases to get the total output. To obtain the net power. a friction 

and windage must be subtracted from the total output. 

Figure 1.1 The Per Phase Equivalent Circuit of Three Phase Induction Motor 

1.8 Approximate Equivalent Circuit 

Most induction motors operate at low values of slip. it usually ranges from 2 to .5 

percent at full load. With this proof. it shows that the value of R.,-(1 —.$)/.s is larger 

than either to R, or Rr . Additionally. the stator reactance Xs  and rotor reactance 

_Vr . which are seldom two times the value of R, and Xr . are very small compared to 

R,.(1 — .$)/.s. With these conditions. it is possible to modify the circuit of Fig. 1.1 by 

moving the shunt path directly across the supply voltage as shown in Fig. 1.2. the 

approximate equivalent circuit of induction motor[9.10]. 

This method will cause to raise the voltage in the shunt circuit. This means a 

higher flux and a higher copper loss will be developed in the machine. Additionally. 

the copper loss in the stator will he reduced because at no-load, there will be no 
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stator copper loss because their is no current flowing through it.. The addition of 

core loss Nvill then be neutralize by the reduction of stator loss. By this reason. the 

approximate equivalent is commonly used in the analysis of an induction motor. 

This is the basis of all computations that will be presented in the remaining 

chapters of this thesis. 

Figure 1.2 The Per Phase Approximate Equivalent Circuit of Three Phase 

Induction Motor 

1.9 The Circle Diagram 

One of the graphical methods used in the analysis of induction motor characteristics 

is the circle diagram[11.12]. It was introduced by Dr. A. S. McAllister. It is based 

on the approximate equivalent circuit of an induction motor. As stated before. the 

approximate equivalent circuit. neglects the effect of the exciting current. causing a. 

voltage drop at no-load because it's been neutralized by the increase of core loss. The 

method used in this section assumed that it has a constant resistance throughout its 

speed range. 



(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Referring to Fig. 1.2. wit h constant voltage applied to the circuit 

'Fhis current is out of phase with the voltage by an angle 0, where 

Combining Fqns. 1.1 and 1 .2. it gives 

Equ. 1.3 is obvious to be a polar equation of a circle having a diameter of 11(X,.-1-X8 ). 

This is the starting point of the analysis of this method. This method makes use of 

the circle diagram in finding the characteristics of an induction motor such as the 

following: the no-load current. rotor-blocked current. stator and rotor current. power 

input to stator. stator and rotor copper losses. power transferred across the air-gap. 

useful output. power factor. torque. slip. efficiency. maximum power factor at which 

the inotor can operate. etc. 

The data needed to construct the circle are the magnitude of the no-load current. 

OB. the rotor blocked current. OH. and their phase angles with reference to the line 

voltage. O:\. :\ circle is then drawn to pass B and H. Each line on the diagram is a 

measure of current in amperes. To find the power in watts. it has to be multiplied 

by the number of phases and by the phase voltage. Line NH signifies the total motor 

input with blocked rotor. while NI represents the primary PR loss. Line HI is the 

power input at standstill. To find the synchronous speed. III should be divided by 

the synchronous speed. 



Figure 1.3 The Circle Diagram 

Given any load. say at point G. OG is then the primary current. BC is the 

secondary current and GC represent the motor input. GE represents the motor 

output. FE is the secondary PR loss. DE the primary PR loss and CD the no-load 

copper loss. To find the maximum power-factor. a. line is drawn from 0 tangent 

to the circle at point L. Similiarly, the maximum output. and the maximum torque 

points M and R are located by tangent lines parallel to BH and BI. The diameter 

7 



of a circle is equal to the voltage divided by the st anst ill reactance. or equivalent to 

the block-rotor current with the resistances of both windings being neglected. The 

maximum torque in synchronous watts. is equal to a little less than the product of 

the radius of the circle. the voltage. O.A. and the number of phases. 

The circle diagram gives a convinient way of checking the overall performance of 

a motor with a minimum test data. 

1.10 Thesis Overview 

This thesis makes use of the approximate equivalent circuit in the analysis of the 

performance of induction motor. Because it provides an easiness in formulating a 

computer program that can make a repetitive calculations. Circle diagram is not 

advisable to use because one has to draw a different diagram for a different motor 

rating. 

This thesis studied the torque and the current response of an induction motor 

produced by singularity changes of machine slip. Special attention is also given for 

an induction generator. when the motor is driven slightly above synchronous speed 

by supplying power to the shaft. The slip in this case is negative. The ratio of 

the torque to the rotor current. being one of the important data in the electric 

machine operation. is also treated in this thesis. It is always desired that the torque 

is maximized at a minimum line current. 
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1'2.2 )  

xt = (2.3) 

(2.-1) 

CHAPTER 2 

COMPUTATIONAL BASES 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the bases of computations that will be used throt4hout this 

thesis. The step-by-step solutions of both current and torque response will be shown 

here. As stated in the previous chapter. all of the computations are based on the 

approximate equivalent circuit of induction motor shown in Q is now used 

to stand for the slip so that it will not lie mistaken in s of F(s) commonly used in 

Laplace -1ransforniation. The stator resistance. 1"?... and the stator reactance. /X, 

are both neglected. This is a practical assumption because 

Since the only parameter present in the circuit is of the rotor side. R will now lie 

used to stand for the rotor resistance and X for the rotor inductive reactance. 

2.2 Torque Calculation 

Looking back in Fig. 1.2. the approximate equivalent circuit of a 3 phase induction 

motor. The total resistance. Rt . excluding the magnetizing branch. and the total 

inductive reactance. Xt . are given by 

Also the rotor current. I. is equal to 

9 
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( 9 .0) 

(•).7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

in ampere per phase. 'Flie torquer 131. I. is equal to 
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ill synchronous watts pc.:1. phase. Substitute Egli. 2.4 to Eqn. 

in synchronous watts per phase. 

2.3 Differentiation 

The equation of torque, Eqn. 2.7. is differentiated with respect to the slip. Q. 

inlik.) is multiplied by 062/0/ 

Additionally. y 101 = . as always been used in differential equation. hence the 

differential equation for solving torque becomes 

2.4 Approximate Torque Equation 

Eqn. 2.12 is very hard or even unsolvable using Laplace Transformation. It. is further 

simplified by the method of Long Division. Separating Eqn. 2.12 into two parts. by 

letting 



! 2.13 

!').1-1! 

(2.16) 

c).17) 

; •>.1- I  

).19i 

(2.20) 

I 

Alter Lone Divi<ion. usin u;) to the ;hird term. hey become  

Substitute Eqn. 2.14 and Eqn. 2.13 to Eqn. 2.11. the approximate torque differential 

equal ion 

Eqn. 2.1 is the final equation for torque in synchronous watts per phase. This 

differential equation is now solvable using the Laplace Transformation which will be 

presented in the next chapter. 

2.5 Current Calculation 

Tlw method used in torque calculation is the same method that will be used in ins 

section. Again. looking back in Fig. 1.2. the rotor current. I. is equal to 

Differentiate this with respect to slip. Q 

To find 0/Mt. Eqn. 2-19 is multiplied by 00/0t. Simplify by letting 0/Mt equal to 

I' and 3Q/01 equal to 0'. It becomes 



(2.21) 

(9.9.)) 

(2.2:3) 

(2.26) 
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But then their is no way Laplace Transform can be applied to solve the differential 

equation above because of Ille complexity of the denominator. It is simplified using 

one of the \vell known formula in the number series. \vhich is equal to 

provided that b < a. 

Using Eqn. 2.21 to simplify the denominator of Eqn. 2.20. and by letting a = 

and h = A."-' ,(22. These are assumed because A.-2 Q 2  is much less than R2  since slip is 

a very small value. The denominator of Eqn. 2.21 becomes 

The term beyond the second is neglected in Eqn. 2.23. This is done to simplify the 

current calculation. The current differential equation becomes 

Again. by the Method of Long Division. this becomes 

in amperes. The term beyond the third is neglected after division. This current is 

also based in per phase calculation. 

2.6 Numerical Calculation 

Eqn. 2.5 gives the formula for solving the torque in synchronous watts. To solve for 

the total torque[14] in a 3 phase system 

It is a common practice to use lb-ft or N-m as a unit of measurement for torque. It 

is converted by 



2.2 

2. 22d 

('2.2t)1 

t2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.:32) 

(2.33) 

(2.31) 

) 
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iu lb-11. is the synchronous speed in rev/min. of tie induction 111010r. 

lo convert it in N-in. a conversion factor is used. 1 11,-It is equal to 1.3.56 

So the torqmie in rm for a three phase system is equal to 

where the rotor current. I. is equal to 

in ampere. per phase. 

2.7 Maximum Torque 

To find the maximum or breakdown torque. Trn „,.. the motor can developed 

in T\-ni for a three phase system. is the slip of induction motor at maximum 

torque. It can he solved bv equating OT/d)() = O. and solve for the slip. Q. From 

Egli. 2.7 

Solving for Or = 

This is the slip for maximum torque in this case. with the stator resistance and the 

stator inductive reactance being neglected. 



( 

(3.2) 

CHAPTER 3 

UNIT-STEP, u(t) 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter analyzed the torque-time and current-time response of a :3 phase in-

duction motor. when a very small value of slip at 110-load is suddenly changed to a 

unit-step value. QH(/). All of the computations are based on the previous chapter. 

The Table of the Laplace Transforms is presented in Appendix A of this thesis. This 

chapter also analyzed the torque to current ratio of an induction machine. 

3.2 Applying Laplace Transformation 

Going hack to the differential equation for calculating torque presented in Eqn.2.17. 

with the following boundary conditions 

/=Uat Q = 

at / = Q =Q(/(/) 

Q„ is the initial value of slip at no-load. Laplace Transform can be applied in Eqn. 

term-by-term. By using the derivative property of Laplace Transform. 

The final slip is (211(1) and the transform of a unit-step. //(i ). So 

f[Q] 1-[(2(1 (/)]= QH= ( :3.3) 

f[V] = .sQ(.$) — (3.-1) 

f[Qi] = — 

1-1 



(3.8) 

(3. ')) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

( 3.13 ) 

(3.10) 

(3.17) 

1.5 

E[ ] - (3.h) 

Q' = Q. 2 0(/) (3.71 

To find the transform of 1-(2k12'71 . a product of two functions. a Laplace transform is 

given in the Appendix A. which stales 

provided that /1:1 (.,) is a rational function. k equal to .11 //31  and has only q 

first-order poles. ti. are the poles of /.1li (). In this case. it is assumed that f t  (I) = 

because its transform is a rational function. Q' is assumed to he J.,(/). 

= - 

Tu solve for the transform of .C.[Q4 Q1. it is assumed that fi (/) = Q-1  and 

Q'. 

Q4 = Q400 (3.12) 

f[Q-1 Q1]= (2-1 ((-2 - QJ (3.1-1) 

Similarly. 

= Qh [Q (3.15) 

Substitute Eqns. 3.10. 3.12. and :3.13 to Eqn. 3.1. 



(:3. I s ) 

( :3. 19) 

(3.21) 

(3..).)) 

(:3.2:3) 

Take the inverse Laplace Transform. gives. 

synclironon!: watts per phase. 

3.3 Current Calculation 

Csin g the same technique as in sec. 3.2 in solving the differential equation for current 

calculation. Eqn. 2.2A states 

subjected to the following boundary conditions 

at / = 0 = 

at = 0+ Q = Qt/(t) 

Using the derivative property of Laplace Transform. 

= (3.20) 

Substitute Eqns. :3.). 3.11 and 3.20 to Eqn. :3.10. 

Take the inverse Laplace Trans-form. 

in anipere per phase. 



(3.24) 

(3.2.5) 

(3.26) 
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3.4 Nameplate Rating 

All of the case studies that will be presented iu this thesis are based on one ‘-.1)Cri 11( 

induction motor wit h I he following parameters: 

• 3 lip. -I10 volts line-to-line. 3 phase. Y-connected. 60 liz. -1 pole. 1750 rpm 

induction motor 

• Power Factor=t0.--; lagging 

• Efficiencv=0.1 

• Full Load Slip=0.03 

• Synchronous Speed= H00 rpm 

• Stator Resistance=2.69 ohms 

• Rotor Resistance=2.11 ohms 

• Stator Inductive React ance=4.36 ohms 

• Rotor Inductive Reactance=1.7i ohms 

• lacitietizing Resist ancc=3.66 ohms 

• Magnetizing Reactance=103 ohms 

To solve for the full-load current. Eqn. 2.4 is used using the motor ratings given 

above 

amperes. 

From Eqn. 2.31 the full load torque is equal to 
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(3.291 

(:3.:30 

(3.3l 

(3.33) 

= I 1.337 

in Newton-meter. 

To solve for 111, ii  •,. ,aximum torque. the slip for maximum torque. c?„„„,.. is given 

by Egli. 2.3•5. 

The rotor current at maximum torque is equal to 

I = 39.94 (3.32) 

amperes. T„,„„ then becomes 

T„,„„. = 111.34 (3.31) 

in N-in. 

3.5 Case Studies 

.A computer program for solving torque has been developed using FORTR.-1.\-  Ian-

guage[15.16]. It is based in the final equation for torque calculation given by Eqn. 

3.1S. The program is shown in Appendix B of this thesis. The inputs needed in the 

program are the following: the per phase voltage in volts. the frequency of the supply 

system in hertz. the number of poles of the motor. the number of phases. the rotor 

resistance in ohms. the rotor inductive reactance in ohms. the final slip. the initial 

slip. the initial torque in N-m. and the time in seconds. respectively. 



A computer program has also been developed for solving the rotor current. It 

is based in Ey'. :3.23 and is shown in Appendix C. 'Hie inputs needed in this 

prop,;rain are the following: the per phase supply volt age. the rotor resistance. the 

rotor inductive reactance'. the final slip. the initial slip. the initial current in amperes. 

and the 11111n. case studies shown in this section are based in the 

motor ratings given in Sec. 2.1. In addition. the initial torque is equal to 0.36 \-ni. 

which is 3 percent of the full-load torque. and the initial current is 0.3 Amp. The 

cases being studied are the following: when the slip at no-load is suddenly changed 

to 0.0:31/(I). when it is running as induction generator with negative slip. and when 

it is running at a very high slip as in the case of a low-drive motor. 

Fig. 3.1 shows the torque-time response when the initial slip of 0.001. is suddenly 

changed to a unit-step. 0.0:30/ ). The response is also a unit-step with magnitude of 

13.7.5 A-in. It is very close to the full-load torque computed in Sec. 2-4. which is 

equal to 14.34 N-m. In the case of induction generator. with initial slip of -0.001 and 

a final slip of —0.031/(1). the response is almost equal to the motor response except 

that it is negat ive. It is shown in Fig. 3.2. In the case of a low-drive motor with a 

final slip. 0.3//(/). the response is also a unit-step with magnitude of approximately 

2..5 times the full-load. It does not reach the maximum torque due to the fact that 

the slip is constant at any time. I. and it is way below the slip at maximum torque. 

Q„,„,.. It is shown in Fig. :3.3. The unit for torque is A-m. since the conversion 

factors are already set in the computer program based in Eqn. 2.30. 

Figs. 3.4 to :3.6 show the current responses for the three cases stated before. 

For the first case. the response is 3.720/1. it is very close to the full-load current 

computed in Sec. 2.4. which is equal to 3.7)5 Amp. This is because the slip is 

maintained at a. constant level equivalent to the full-load. In the case of an induction 

general or. the current response is equal to —3.120/1. For a low drive motor. shown 

in Fig. 3.6. the current response is approximately :3 times the full-load current. 

Figs. 3.7 to 3.0 show the computed ratio of torque over the current. The torque 
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10 current ratio of a low-drive motor is the lowest . l ills is (hie to the greater increa,e 

of I 110 current than the torque wit h t he ',ante chan2,e of machine slip. 

Figure 3.1 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is OM 301) 
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Figure 3.2 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is —0.03u(t) 
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Figure 3.3 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is 0.:310) 
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Figure 3.4 Current Response If The Final Slip Is 0.0:3.00 



Figure 3.5 Current Response If The Final Slip Is —0.03u(t) 
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Figure 3.6 Current Response If The Final Slip Is 0.3u(t) 
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Figure 3.7 Torque to Current Ratio If The Final Slip Is 0.03u(1) 
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Figure 3.8 Torque to Current Ratio If The Final Slip Is —0.03u(t) 



Figure 3.9 Torque to Current Ratio If The Final Slip Is 0.3.00 



1.1) 

(1.2) 

CHAPTER 4 

UNIT-IMPULSE,(2(0[20] 

1.1 introduction 

This chapter deals with the torque-t ime and current-time response of induction mo-

tor. when a slip at no-load is changed to a unit-impulse. QM/). Computations are 

all based in Chapter 2. This chapter also gives attention with the response of a 

low-drive induction motor which operates with a high slip. and when it is operating 

at negative slip as in the rase Of induction generator 

4.2 Applying Laplace Transform 

Recall the differential equation for torque given in Eqn. 2.17 

subjected with the following boundary conditions 

at / = 0- Q = 

at / = OF Q = C2t, (/) 

To solve this equation. Laplace Transformation is again used. Refer to t he Tables 

of Laplace Transform in Appendix A. the derivative property gives 

Solve the Laplace Transform of Eqn. 1.1 term-by-term gives 

L(T') = — T, (4.3) 

f[Q6( 1 )] = Q(.$) = Q (4.4) 

L[Q1= — Q, (1.5) 

99 



)) 

(4.10) 

(1.12) 

(4.11) 

( 1.1(1 ) 

(4.17) 
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fiVi , .4.) — (.,., t1.0i 

EJO2i = f 1,02((/)i = 2 (1.7) , ... i .. , 

find Z.:[(2 2 QT a product of two functions. a -formula is given in Appendix A 

It is assuined that h(s) = Q2  and FA .!,(2 — But Eqn. 1.Scannot lw applied 

directly to solve for /2.[Q.2 Q/] because neither F1 (s) nor FAA is a rational function. 

'To satisfy the requirement. F1 (s) is multiplied by .s/.s. 

f[Q (21 ] = 2 Q3  -.~O'Q( , (1.11) 

Similarly. 

f[(21(21] = — (4.13) 

f-{(26V1 = -'(27  

.-;111)slitule these in Din. 4.1 

(-1.1.5) 

Simplify and get 



(-1.1to 

(4.22) 

(1.24) 

(1.25) 

(4.26) 

:11 

Finding 11le inverse- Laplace Transform. 

in svIldirotiow-; 

4.3 Current Calculation 

(;oing back to Egli. 9.21 

with Ihe following boundary conditions 

at = Q = 

at ! =U+ Q = (2,((/) 

t_ - sin g  the same method as in Sec. L 

/2[P] = (1.20) 

From Sec. 1.2 

f[(2 /]= "(2(.4 ) — (-1-.21) 

i.:{(2.3(2/1 = „2c23 _ .sQ 2 Q:, (1.23) 

Substitute these in Eqn. 1.20 

Taking the inverse Laplace TransfortY, 



It is seen here and also for the torque equation of -LH that the response 

for both of them are composed of :1 different terms: a unit-step. a unit-impulse and 

a doublet. 

4.4 Case Studies 

The case studies that will be presented in this section are the same as those in Sec. 

:3.1. 'nese are the following: when the slip is changed from no-load to 0.0:3e)(/). when 

it is running as induction generator. and when it is running at high slip as in the  

case of a low-drive induction motor. 

A computer program for torque calculation and for current calculation are p-

resented in Appendix D and E. respectively. The inputs needed in the computer 

program for torque are the following: the per phase supply voltage. the frequency 

of the system. the windier of poles of the motor. the number. of phases. the rotor 

resistance. the final slip. the initial slip. and the initial torque. All the units are the 

same as in sec. :3.4. 

Fig. 4.1 shows the response when the final slip is 0.0:3W) and die initial slip 

is 0.001 while Fig. 4.2 shows the torque response for an induction generator with 

final slip os —0.0031i(t). Their responses are almost identical except that they have 

opposite sign. The magnitude of the unit-impulse response is almost equal to the 

full-load torque. For a low-drive induction motor. the magnitude of the unit-impulse 

response goes beyond the maximum torque. 

The responses for the current are shown in Figs. 4.4 to 4.6. The current respons-

es are almost identical in shape with the torque responses. with the unit-impulse 

response very close to the full-load. In the case of a low-drive induction motor. the 

magnitude of the unit-impulse response is almost 10 times the full-load current. this 

is very clangorous to the motor if maintained at a. longer time. The magnitude of 

the unit-impulse is the most practical response among the :3 functions present. it 

is because both the current and the torque response follows the pattern of the slip 
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changes. 

The torque to current ratio for the 3 cases are given in Figs. -1.7 to The ratio 

for the impulse is the same for the 3 cases. with a magnitude of 4.04. For the dou lAct 

response. it decreases with the low-drive motor. It is due to the greater increase of 

the current in proportion to its torque. The torque to current ratio decreases Willi 

an increase of machine slip. 

Figure 4.1 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is 0.03e'M 
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Figure 4.2 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is —0.0:36(t) 
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Figure 4.3 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is 0.36(0 



Figure 4.4 Current Response If The Final Slip Is 0.035(t) 
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Figure 4.5 Current Response If The Final Slip Is —0.038(t) 
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Figure 4.6 Current Response If The Final Slip Is 0.36(t) 



Figure 4.7 Torque/Current Ratio If The Final Slip Is 0.036(t) 



Figure 4.8 Torque/Current Ratio If The Final Slip Is —0.036(t) 
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Figure 4.9 Torque/Current Ratio If The Final Slip Is 0.35(t) 
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(5.3 ) 

CHAPTER 5 

RECTANGULAR PULSE[20] 

5.1 Introduction 

One ofthe well-known waveform in t he field of electrical engineering, is the rectauo:tilar 

pulse. •Iihis chapter analyzed the response. both the torque and the current. when 

the slip. Q. of a 3 phase induction motor at no-load is suddenly changed to a pulse 

characterized by Q[0(1) — — .T)1. A case study is presented at the end of the 

chapter. In addition. the case of induction generator with negative slip and the case 

of a low drive induction motor are also given consideration. 

3.2 Torque Calculation 

Again. recall the differential equation for solving torque in Eqn. 2.17. 

subjected to the following boundary conditions 

at t = Q = 

at f =U+ Q = Q[u(t)— ri(t —.T11 

To solve Eqn. 5.1. the following Laplace Transform are needed 

G[u(t — E -is (5.2) 

13y applying tlie derivative property of Laplace Transform 

= sT(.s ) — (5.4) 

f-tQl = — Q,, (5.5) 

12 



.7 

(5. I ) 

(5.11 ) 

( 5.11) 

13 

E[Q] = = f[(20 — 0/(1 — 5.111 

!-111-r-;titule Eqn. ).- to Eqn. 

G1(211= (2(1 — 
.s — Q, .S 

Now 

Of) = Q2 [0/)— r/(/ (i.1)) 

to find E.[Q'Q']. the transform of the product of two transform is used given in Lqn. 

3.9. It is set that 1:1 ( ,) ,  G[Q 2 ] and = 

f[Q
, 

Q.3 ( (—T- )2 (72Q ( —Ts) (.5.12) 

111111arly. 

Q4 (/)= Q1 [u(/)— roi — T)] (5.13) 

f[Q1Q1 = Q5 (1 — — 1 —( -T N ) (5.15) 

Cr(t)= Q"[a(t)— tit/ — Tjj (5.16) 

r[QN(21 = (2(1 — — crQ,(1 — (—Ts) (5.17) 

Substitute these t ransforms In Eqn. 



(5.21) 

(5.•)--)) 

11 

-raking the inverse Laplace Transform and simplify 

in synchronous watts per phase. 

5.3 Current Calculation 

Looking back in the current differential equation of Eqn. 2.24 

with the following boundary conditions 

at t = = 

at t =0+ Q = Q[u(i)— 11(1 —  T')] 

Solve this using Laplace Transform by substituting the transforms derived in Eqns. 

and .5.12 to Eqn. 5.21. It gives. 



Takin!: t he inverse Laplace Transform and simplify 

in ampere per phase. 

5.4 Case Studies 

A computer program has been developed based in Eqn. 5.20 for torque and Eqn. 

.5.21 for current calculation. They a.re shown in Appendix F and G. respectively. 

The inputs needed in the computer program are the same as in the previous chapter. 

except for the addition of parameter .4. This is the time when the slip. 001)— — 

T )1. goes to zero. .4 is used for both the current a.nd the torque computer program. 

Fig. 5.1 shows the iorque response when the final slip is 0.03{0/ — — T Al 

time. = 0+. up to time. / = which is 1 second in this case. the torque is very 

close to its full-load torque. It is because the sudden increase in slip is its full-load 

slip. It goes to a very small value at / .-1+ and beyond because the slip at this time 

suddenly drops to zero. The same thing happens in the case of induction generator. 

with the exception that. its response has an opposite sign as the induction motor. In 

the case of a low-drive induction motor. the peak of the torque response occurs at 

time. 1 = .4+ up to time. / = 2 sec. It even goes up to almost the maximum torque 

even the slip at this time duration is very very small. 

The same pattern occurs in current response as shown by Figs. 5.7 to 5.9. In the 

case of a low drive induction motor. it also reaches its peak value at the same time 

duration as the torque response. The peak value of the rotor current is almost 2 times 

the computed current at maximum torque given by Eqn. 3.32. This is because the 



current increases more rapidly than the torque at the same increase of the machine 

slip. It is further satisfied hy the ti,raplis illustrating the torque to current ratio 

anaints Hie time shown in Figs. 5.10 to 5.12. 

Figure 5.1 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is 0.0:3[00 — t/(/ — T)] 
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Figure5.2 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is —0.03(u(t) — u(t — T)] 



Figure 5.3 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is 0.3[1(t) — it(t — T)] 
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Figure 5.4 Current Response If The Final Slip Is 0.03[u(t) — u(t — T)] 



Figure 5.5 Current Response If The Final Slip Is —0.03[7t(t) — tt(t — T)] 



Figure 5.6 Current Response If The Final Slip Is 0.3[1(t)— u(t — T)] 



Figure 5.7 Torque/Current Ratio If The Final Slip Is 0.03[u(t) — u(t — T)] 
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Figure 5.8 Torque/Current Ratio If The Final Slip Is —0.03[1(t) — u(t — T)] 



Figure 5.9 Torque/Current Ratio If The Final Slip Is 0.3[u(t) — ti(t. — T)] 



(6.1) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

CHAPTER 6 

UNIT-RAMP, Qt[20] 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the current-time and torque-time response of a three phase 

induction motor. when the slip at no-load. is suddenly changed to a unit-ramp. 

Qt. Again. the computations are based in the per phase approximate equivalent 

circuit shown in Fig. 1.2. Unlike in the previous chapter. the slip. Q. in this section 

is dependent on time. I. o it is expected that the maximum torque will be reached 

at a certaM time. 

6.2 Torque Calculation 

From Eqn. 2.17. the torque differential equation. 

with the following boundary conditions 

at / = 0- Q = Q, 

at t = 0+ Q= Q1  

This is solved. once again. using Laplace Transform method. BY referring to 

Appendix A. take the transform of Eqn. 6.1 term-by-term. Applying the derivative 

property. 

Gil'] = — T,, (6.*)) 

In addition. this transform is also needed in this section 

55 



(6.) 

(6.9) 

( 6. 1 1 ) 

( 1 2 ) 

(6.11) 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

EV] = .Q(.,) — (6.70 

therefore. 

flOi] = — 0„ 

( Q/ = (22/2 

1 

To solve L[(.2-  / I. 
- 

:3.9 is used. the Laplace Transform of the product of Iwo 

functions. It is assumed that = C.-1(1)21 and F,H) = f[V]. Hence 

To solve for /..,[(.7 1 (21 ]. 

Q4 = Q414 (6.10) 

It is assumed EI (s) = L[Q4] and E[C21. Hence. 

Similarly. 

Ql = Qy.; ((i.13) 

Substitute these equations to Eqn. 6.1 



P6.17) 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

( 6.22) 

(6.23) 

7;7 

Take tie inverse Laplace Transform and simplify. 

in synchronous watts. This is the final equation for torque where the computer 

program is based upon. 

6.3 Current Calculation 

Recall the current differential equation of Eqn. 2.21. 

subjected to the following boundary conditions 

1 =0- Q = 

at t = 0+ Q = (7/ 

From Sec. 6.2. it is derived that 

By using the derivative property of Laplace Transform 

f,[r] = .s/(.) — L, (6.21) 

Substitute these in Eqn. 6.18 



6.21) 

Take the inverse Laplace Transform and simplify 

in ampere per phase. 

6.4 Case Studies 

A computer program for solving the torque and for the current are shown in Appendix 

H and I. respectively. Their inputs are the same as in Chapters :3 and 1. Again. this 

thesis analyzed the same motor ratings as before. The torque is again converted to 

N-in using the conversion factor shown in Equ. 2.28. 

Figs. 6.1 to 6.3 show the torque responses for the three cases stated as in previous 

chapters. except that the final slip right now is a unit-ramp. Fig. 6-1. shows an 

induction motor with a final slip of 0.013/ and an induction generator with final slip. 

—0.013/. They have an identical pattern but of opposite sign. This is because the 

induction general or is supplying electrical power. The torque increases wit h time. I. 

•hhey reached their maximum torque at time approximately bet \veen 8.•i to 0 seconds. 

In the case of a low-drive induction motor. it reached its maximum at approximately 

0.9 second. The motor should not be operated beyond that time. After I = 1.6 

second. a rapid drop in the torque is shown. that goes infinitely. This characterized 

a breakdown of the machine. 

Figs. 6.4 to 6.6 show the graphs of the current responses. They have the same 

pattern as the torque responses. While Figs. 6.7 to 6.0 show the torque to current 

ratio for the cases stated above. For a motor with a final slip. 0.03t. the increase 

of the ratio is steady until 4.5 second and then decreases continuosly with a very 

small proportion. It means that the current is now increasing more rapidly than the 

torque. In the case of induction generator. with negative slip. a continuos decrease 

of the ratio is shown. While the low-drive induction motor experienced a decrease 

in the ratio of torque over time only after 0.8 sec. This is because of a high slip that 



is dependent with the time. Then 11 noes negatively after i inie. •).-I sec. with a 

very rnpid rate. This is due to the breakdown of the machine. 

Figure 6.1 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is 0.031 
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Figure 6.2 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is —0.03t 
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Figure 6.3 Torque Response if the Final Slip is 0.3t 
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Figure 6.4 Current Response If The Final Slip Is 0.03t 



Figure 6.5 Current Response if The Final Slip Is —0.03t 
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Figure 6.6 Current Response If The Final Slip Is 0.3t 
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Figure 6.7 Torque/Current Ratio If The Final Slip. Is 0.03t 
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Figure 6.8 Torque/Current Ratio If The Final Slip Is —0.03t 
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Figure 6.9 Torque/Current Ratio If The Final Slip Is 0.3t 



(7.1) 

(7.3) 

CHAPTER 7 

SINUSOIDAL, sin t[20] 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the current-time and torque-time responses of a three phase 

induction motor. when the slip at no-load is changed to a sinusoidal slip. Q. ii1. This 

pat tern of machine slip is also a time dependent function. Like the previous chapters. 

computations are based in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 

7.2 Torque Calculation 

From Lqn. 2.17. the differential equation for solving the torque response of induction 

motor. 

mbjected to the following boundary conditions. 

at I = 0- Q = Q  

at t = 0+ Q = Osint 

This differential equation is again solved by the Laplace Transformation method. 

3y using the derivative property of the Laplace Transform. 

G[r] = — (7:2) 

file Laplace Transform of a sine function is given by 

To find C[.sint] is easy using Eqn. 3.3, but a problem is encountered of finding the 

transform of a higher function of .sin t. which is not usually given in many Laplace 



(7.1) 

(7.5) 

(7.0) 

(7.S) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

(7.13) 

(7.1-1) 

(7.15) 

Transform fahles. To solve this. a well-known trigonometric series for s ine f111101 ion 

Iltied. 

ru Hinplik- the computation. it considers only up to the second term of Eqn. 

Hence. 

Csing the derivative property of Laplace Transform. 

f[V] = .K?( , ) — ( 7.7 ) 

To find C[C21 (2 2]. Eqn. 3.9 is used. the transform of the product of two functions. It 

is assumed that FI N = and F,(.$) = f[(22]. 

To find r[Q,' 

Again. Din. 3.9 is used to find f[(21,2,4 ]. It is assumed F1 (1) = and F2 H = 

L[Q4].  



( 7.161 

(7.17) 

(7.h) 
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iiui larl v. 

It is also assumed that Fi(.,) = and E2(.$) = L'EQ 2i• 

Sul,stitute those transforms to Lin. 7-1 and simplify. 



(7.2:3) 
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-lake the inverse Laplace 'Transform and simplify. 

in synchronous walls per phase. 

7.3 Current Calculation 

Recall the current differential equation of Eqn. 2.24 

subjected t.o the following boundary conditions 

at t =0- Q = Q, 

at t = 0+ 0 = Q.sint 

Solve the current differential equation by substituting the transforms of Eqns. 7.8 

and 7.11. 



!. 7.2 1 ) 

--.) 

'lake the inverse Laplace Transform and simplify. 

in ampere per phase. 

7.4 Case Studies 

A computer program for torque calculation and for current calculation based on the 

final equation. rains. 7.22 and 7.2:5 respectively. are shown in Appendix and N.The 

calculated torque is converted once again to N-m.The inputs needed are the same as 

in the previous chapters. 

Figs. 7.1 to 7.3 show the torque response for the three cases stated before. The 

first two cases has almost the same pattern hut of opposite signs. They reached their 

maximum torque at approximately 3.9 sec. In the case of a low- drive induction 

motor. with final slip. it reached its maximum torque at approximately 

between 1.6 to 1.8 sec. This kind of slip is time-dependent function. 

Figs. 7.-i to 7.6 show- the current responses for these three cases. The shape of 

the graph is almost identical to the torque responses. The graphs for the torque to 

current ratio are shown in Figs. 7.7 to 7.9. The ratio for the third case. the low-drive 

induction motor. has the lowest. It is because the current increases more rapidly 

than the torque at the same level of machine slip. 
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Figure 7.1 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is 0.038int 
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Figure 7.2 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is —0.03sint 
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Figure 7.3 Torque Response If The Final Slip Is 0.3sint 
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Figure 7.4 Current. Response If The Final Slip Is 0.03sint 
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Figure 7.5 Current Response If The Final Slip Is —0.03.9int 



Figure 7.6 Current Response If The Final Slip Is 0.3,,,in.t 
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Figure 7.7 Torque/Current. Ratio If The Final Slip Is 0.03sint 



Figure 7.8 Torque/Current Ratio If The Final Slip Is —0.03.sint 
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Figure 7.9 Torque/Current. Ratio If The Final Slip Is 0.:3.sint 
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u(t ) 

t 

to  

e-at 

u(t — 2T) 

sin(at) 

cos(at) 

sinh(at) 

cosh(at) 

teat 

tneat 

1 — cos(at) 

teat 

Laplace Transform Pairs[17,18,19] 

( 1 ) 

sn 
bn(t) 

s. e(t) 

1 8(t) 
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e-Ts u(t — T) 



SI 

at — .sin(at) 

fi(t)f2(t) 

s.C(f) — (0) f' 

sn L(f) — sn-1  f (0) f(n) 

—sn-2  f'(0) — — f (7') (0) 

(-1)n 1111) (s) tn f(t) 

provided that F1(s) is a rational function. F1(s) is equal 

to .41/B1  and has only q first-order poles. 

sk  are the poles of F1(.5). 
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WRITE(6,20)DOT This is • program to calculate the torque response of an 
induction motor when a small value of slip at no load 13 CONTINUE  

STOP is changed to • higher value of unit step type, Qu(t). 
15 FORMAT(1X,F3.1,1X,E9.2,2X,70A1,T4,A1) 

Variable Declaration 20 FORMAT(T50,A1) 
TOR- current in (Ampere) 21 FORMAT("Time",3X,"Torque") 
VS- per phase voltage in (volts) 22 FORMAT("(Sec.)",1X,"(N-m)") 

END Q- slip of the motor 
00- initial slip of the motor 
X- rotor inductive reactance of the motor in (Ohms) 
K- rotor resistance of the motor in (Ohms) 
TO- initial value of current in (Ampere) 
F- the frequency of the system in (Hz.) 
P- the number of poles of the motor 
PH- the number of phases 

DIMENSION ISCALE(7) 
PARAMETER (N-20) 
REAL TOR,V8,02,Q0,X,R,TO,F,P,SRPM,PH,T(N) 
INTEGER I,GRAPHS(70),81.,STAR,DOT 
DATA ORAPHS/70*" "/,BL/" "/,STAR/"'"/ 
DATA DOT/"."/ 
READ .,VS,F,P,PH,R,X,O,C10,TO 
OPEN(UNIT..6,FILE-"marl.dat",STATUS,."NEW") 
WRITE(6,1)VS 

1 FORMAT(10X,"The per phase voltage is",2X,F5.1,1X, 
+ "volts.") 
WRITE(6,2)F 

2 FORMAT(10X,"The frequency of the system ile,1x,r4.1,1x, 
+ "hertz.") 

WRITS(6,3)P 
3 FORMAT(10X,"The number of poles ile,1x,r4.1,".") 

WRITZ(6,4)PN 
4 FORMAT(10X,"The number of phases is",1X,F4.1,".") 

WRITE(6,5)R 
5 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor resistance is",i6.2,2X,"ohms.") 

WRITE(6,6)X 
6 FORMAT(10X,"The total inductive reactance im",F6.2,1X,"ohms.") 

WRITE(6,7)Q 
7 FORMAT(10X,"The final slip im",1X,F6.3,"u(t).") 

WRITE(6,8)940 
8 FORMAT(10X,"The initial slip is",1X,F6.3,".") 

WRITE(6,9)TO 
9 FOR3AT(10X,"The initial torque is",F5.2,1X,"N-m.") 

DO 10 1..1,7 
K.1.000*I-4000 
ISCALL(I)..K 

10 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,12)ISCAMA 

12 FORMAT(30X,"Torque in N-m",//10X,7I10) 
WRITL(6,21) 
WRITE(6,22) 
DO 13 
READ.,T(I) 

Compute the torque. 
SRP14..120.1.1P 
TOR1..VS..2*(Q-Q0)*(1/R-3*X"2..2"2/R"3+5.X...4..2**4/R**5 

+ -6*X**6"02.*6/R..7)+TO 
TOR..7.04/SRPM*P11.1.356..TOR1 
TORQ-TOR/100+34 

•

;
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• This is a program to calculate the current response of an 
• induction motor when a small value of slip at no load 
* is changed to a higher value of unit step type, Qu(t). 

* Variable Declaration 
• AMP- current in (Ampere) 
• VR- per phalli* voltage in (volts) 
• 0- slip of the motor 
• 00- initial slip of the motor 
• X- rotor inductive reactance of the motor in (Ohms) 
• R- rotor resistance of the motor in (Ohms) 
• I0- initial value of current in (Ampere) 
• 

DIMENSION ISCALE(7) 
PARAMETER (N-20) 
REAL AMP,VR,Q,00,X,R,I0,T(N) 
INTEGER I,GRAPHS(70),SL,STAR,DOT 
DATA GRAPNS/70*" "/,BL/" "/,STARJ"*"/ 
DATA DOT/"."/ 
READ *,VR,R,X,Q,00,I0 
OPEN(UN/Tw6,FILEw"marl.dat",STATUSw"NEN") 
WRITE(6,1)VR 

1 FORMAT(10X,"The per phase voltage ig",2x,rs.1,2x, 
+ "volts.") 
NVITE(6,5)R 

5 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor resistance is",F6.2,2X,"ohms.") 
WRITE(6,6)X 

6 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor inductive reactance is",F6.2,"ohms.") 
WRITE(6,7)0 

7 FORMAT(10X,"The final clip is",1X,F6.3,"u(t).") 
WRITE(6,8)00 

8 FORMAT(10X,"The initial slip is",1X,F6.3,".") 
WRITE(6,9)I0 

9 FORMAT(10X,"The initial current is",F5.2,1X,"Amp.") 
DO 10 1..1,7 
Aw100*I-400 
ISCALE(I)..8 

10 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,11)ISCALE 

11 FORMAT(30X,"Current in Ampere",//10X,7110) 
WRITE(6,12) 
WRITE (6, 13) 

12 FORMAT("Time",3X,"Current") 
13 FORMAT("(Sec.)",2X,"(Amp.)") 

DO 14 I-1,N 
READ.,T(I) 

• Compute the current. 
AMPIwVR*((0-00)/R-3*X**2•00"2•(0-400)/(2"R""3)) 
AMPw(AMP14I0) 
AMPS-AMP/10+36 
81-AMPS 
GRAPHS(M)..STAR 
WRITE(6,15)T(I),AMW,GRAPHS 
GRAPHS(M)-BL 
WRITE(6,20)DOT 

14 CONTINUE 
STOP 

15 FORMAT(F3.1,2X,F7.2,2X,70A1,T4,A1) 
20 FORMAT(T50,A1) 

END 

~
~
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WRITE(6,17)ISCALE * This is a program to calculate and graph the torque response 
• of an induction motor when a small value of slip at no load 17FORMAT(30X,"Torque in N-m",//71 
* is changed to a higher value of delta function. WRITE(6,18)  
• WRITE(6,19) 
* Variable Declaration 18 FORMAT("Time") 
* VS-per phase voltage in (volts) 19 FORMAT(1X,"(Sec.)") 
* Q- final slip of the motor DO 20 
• Q0- initial slip READ*,T(I) 
* X- total inductive reactance of the motor in (ohms) TORQ..TOR1/100+27 
* R- rotor resistance of the motor in (ohms) M-TORQ 
* TO- initial torque in (N-m) GRAPHS(H)-STAR 
• 8RPM- synchronous speed in (RPM) WRITE(6,22)T(I),CRAPHS 
• F- frequency of the system in(Hz) GRAPHS(M)-BL 
* P- the number of poles of the motor WRITE(6,23)DOT 
* PH- the number of phases 20 CONTINUE 

STOP 
22 FORMAT(2X,F5.2,7X 70A1,T4,A1) 

DIMENSION ISCALE(7) 23 FORMAT(T40,A1) 
PARAMETER (N-20) END 
REAL VS,Q,Q0,X,R,TO,PH,T(N),SRPM,M,F,P 
INTEGER I,CRAPHS(70),BL,STAR,DOT 
DATA GRAPHS/70" "/,B1/" "/,STAA/"*"/ 
DATA DOT/"."/ 
READ *,VS,F,P,PH,R,X,Q,(10,TO 
OPEN(UNIT6,FILE.-"marl.dat",STATUS.."OLD") 
WRITE (6, 1) VS 

1 FORMAT(10X,"The per phase voltage im",2X,F5.1,2X, 
+ "volts.") 

WRITE(6,2)F 
2 FORMAT(10X,"The frequency of the system is",1X,F4.1,1X, 

+ "hertz.") 
WRITE(6,3)P 

3 FORMAT(10X,"The number of poles ig",1x,r4.1,".") 
WRITE(6,4)PH 

4 FORMAT(10X,"The number of phase im",1X,F4.1,".") 
WRITZ(6,5)R 

5 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor resistance is ",f6.2,2X,"ohms.") 
WR/TE(6,6)X 

6 FORMAT(10X,"The total inductive reactance is",f6.2,1X,"ohms.") 
WRITE(6,7)0 

7 FORMAT(10X,"The final slip is",1X,F6.3,".") 
WRITE(6,8)00 
FORMAT(10X,"The initial slip is",1X,F6.3,".") 
WRITL(6,9)TO 

9 FORMAT(10X,"The initial torque is",F5.2,1X,"N-m.") 
SRPM-120*F/P 

* Compute the torque. 
TOR1.*7.04/SRPH*PH*1.356*(TO-VS**2*Q0/R) 
TOR27.04/SRPM*PH*1.356*VS**2*Q/R*(1+3*X**2*Q*Q0/R**2-5*X**4 

+ *Q**3*Q0/R**4+6*X**6*00•03"5/R**6) 
TOR3..7.04/SRPM*PH*1.356*VS**2*X**2*Q**3/R**3*(-3+5*X**2*Q**2 

+ /R**2-6*X**4*Q**4/R**4) 
* Write the output. 

WRITE(6,10)TOR1 
10 FORMAT(10X,"The unit step response (u(t)) is",F7.2,1X,"N-a.") 

WRITE(6,11)TOR2 
11 FORMAT(10X,"The delta response is",F7.2,1X,"N-m.") 

WRITE(6,12)TOR3 
12 FORMAT(10X,"The doublet response is",1X,E9.2,1X,"N-m.") 

DO 15 1..1,7 
K.4000*I-4000 
ISCALE(I)-K 

n
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* This is a program to calculate and graph the current response 
* of an induction motor when a small value of slip at no load WRITE(6,23)DOT  
* is changed to a higher value of delta function. 20 CONTINUE  
♦ STOP 
* Variable Declaration 22 FORMAT(2X,F5.2,7X,70A1,/4,  

* VR-per phase voltage in (volts) 23 FORMAT(140,A1)  
AMP- current in (Ampere) END  

* Q- final slip of the motor 
* 00- initial slip 
* X- rotor inductive reactance of the motor in (ohms) 
* R- rotor resistance of the motor in (ohms) 
* 10- initial current in (Amp.) 
* PH- the number of phases 

DIMENSION ISCALE(7) 
PARAMETER (N-20) 
REAL VR,Q,QO,X,R,IO,T(N) 
INTEGER I,GRAPHS(70),BL,STAR,DOT 
DATA GRAPHS/70*" "/,BL/" "/,sTAP)"*"/ 
DATA DOT/"."/ 
READ *,VR,R,X,Q,QO,IO 
OPEN(UNIT-6,FILE-"marl.dat",STATUS..."OLD") 
WRITE(6,1)VR 

1 FORMAT(10X,"The per phase voltage is",2X,F5.1,2X, 
+ "volts.") 
WRITE(6,5)R 

5 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor resistance is ",F6.2,2X,"ohms.") 
WRITE(6,6)X 

6 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor inductive reactance is",F6.2,1X,"ohms.") 
WRITE(6,7)Q 

7 FORMAT(10X,"The final slip is",1X,F6.3,".") 
WRITE(6,8)010 

8 FORMAT(10X,"The initial slip is",1X,F6.3,".") 
WPITE(6,9)10 

9 FORMAT(10X,"The initial current is",F5.2,1X,"Amp.") 
• Compute the current. 

AMP1-(10-vR*Q0/11) 
AM102-(vR*()/(R)*(1+3*x**2*42•00/(2*R**2))) 
AH1,3-(-3*w0x**2*•2**3/(2*R**3)) 

* Write the output. 
WRITE(6,10)AMP1 

10 FORMAT(10X,"The unit step response (u(t)) is",F7.2,1X,"Amp.") 
WRITZ(6,11)AMP2 

11 FORMAT(10X,"The delta response is",F7.2,1X,"Amp.") 
wRITE(6,12)AMp3 

12 FORMAT(10X,"The doublet response is",F7.2,1X,"Amp.") 
DO 15 D-1,7 
5.*100*I-400 
ISCALE(I).4( 

15 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,17)ISCALE 

17 FORMAT(30X,"Current in Ampere",//7I10) 
WRITE(6,18) 
WRITE (6,19) 

18 FORMAT("Timm") 
19 FORMAT(1X,"(Sec.)") 

DO 20 I-1,N 
READ*,T(I) 
AMPSAMP1/104-26 
M-AMPS 
GRAPHS(M)-STAR 

O
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* This is • program to calculate the torque of an induction WR/TE(6,23)TOR1 
* motor when • small value of slip at no load is WRITE(6,24)TOR2 
* changed to a higher value of a pulse type, Qu(t-T). WRITE(6,25)TOR3 
* DO 27 I1,7 
* Variable Declaration K-1000*I-4000 
* TORQUE- torque in (Newton-meter) ISCALZ(I)-K 
* V8- per phase voltage in (Volts) 27 CONTINUE 
* Q- slip of the motor WRITE(6,22)I8CALIC 
* go- initial slip of the motor WRITIL(6,28) 
* R- rotor resistance of the motor in (ohms) WRITE(6,29) 
* X- total equivalent inductive reactance of the motor in (Ohms) 28 YORMAT("Time",5X,"Torque") 
* TOR1- is the unit step response of the motor 29 FORMAT("(Sec.)",3X,"(N-m)") 
* TOR2- is the pulse response (u(t-T) of the motor DO 38 I-1,N 
* TORS- is the pulse response (u(t-2T) of the motor READ*,T(I) 
* P- the number of poles IF(T(/).GE.2*A) THEN 
* PH-the number of phases GOTO 34 
* 51414- the synchronous speed in (rpm) ELSE IF(T(/).GE.A) THEN 
* A- is the time when the rectangular pulse goes to zero in (moo.) GOTO 32 

DIMENSION ISCALE(7) ELSE IF(T(I).GE.0) THEN 
PARAMETER (N-20) GOTO 30 
INTEGER N,GRAPHS(70),BL,STAR,DOT ELSE IF(T(I).LT.0) THEN 
REAL TORQ,VS,Q,00,R,X,TORI,TOR2,TOR3,T0,8RPM,T,P,PH,T(N),A GOTO 39 
DATA GRAPHS/70*" "/,BL/" "/,STAR/"*"/ ENDIF 
DATA DOT/"."/ 30 TORQUE.*TOR1 
READ*,VS,F,P,PH,R,X,O,Q0,TO,A GOTO 35 
OPEN(UNIT...6,FILE-"marl.dat",STATUB"NZW") 3, TORQUETOR1+TOR2 
WRITE(6,2)V8 GOTO 35 

2 FORMAT(10X,"The per phase voltage is",1X,F5.1,1X,"volts.") 34 TORQUE-TOR1+TOR2+TOR3 
WRITZ(6,4)F 35 TORO-TORQUE/100+34 

4 TORMAT(10X,"The frequency of the system is",1X,F4.1,2X, M..TORQ 
+ "herts.") GRAPHS(M)-STAR 
WRITE(6,6)P WRITE(6,40)T(I),TORQUE,GRAPHS 

6 FORMAT(10X,"The number of poles is",1X,74.1,".") GRAPHS(M)-BL 
WRITE(6,8)PH WRITE(6,45)DOT 

8 TORMAT(10X,"The number of phase is",1X,F4.1,".") 38 CONTINUE 
WRITL(6,10)R 39 STOP 

10 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor resistanoe ise,F6.2,1X,"ohms.") 40 FORMAT(1X,T3.1,2X,M9.2,2X,70A1,T4,A1) 
WRITZ(6,12)X 45 FORMAT(T50,A1) 

12 FORMAT(10X,"The total inductive reactance im",F6.2,1X, END 

+ "ohms.") 
WRITE(6,14)02 

14 FORMAT(10X,"The final slip is",1X,F6.3,"u(t-T).") 
WRITS(6,16)00 

16 TORMAT(10X,"The initial slip is",1X,F6.3,".") 
WRITE(6,18)TO 

18 FORMAT(10X,"The initial torque is",1X,F5.2,1X,"N-m.") 
22 FORMAT(30X,"Torque in N-m",//10X,7I10) 
23 FORMAT(10X,"The unit step response (u(t)) of the torque is",1X, 

+ E9.2,1X,"N-m.") 
24 TORMAT(10X,"The pulse response (u(t-T)) of the torque is", 

+ 1X,E9.2,1X,"N-m.") 
25 FORMAT(10X,"The pulse response (u(t-2T)) of the torque is", 

+ 1X,Z9.2,1X,"N-m.") 
* Compute the synchronous speed. 

ORPH-120.*111,  
T0R1-(vs**2/m1(2-90-3*x..2*•2*.3/(R**2)+x**2*Q*•20,go/(R**2)+5+ 

+ X**4*0**5/(R**4)-5*X**4*Q**4*Q0/(R**4)-6*X**6*()**7/(R**6) 
+ +6*X**6*Q**6*Q0/(R**6))+TO)*7.04/(8RPM)*PH*1.356 

TOR2-(VS**2/R*(-0+6*X**2*()**3/(R**2)-X**2*Q**2*Q0/(11**2)-10* 
+ X**4*()**5/(R**4)+5*X**4*Q**4*Q0/(R**5)+12*X**6*(2**7/(R**6)- 
+ 6*X**6*Q**6*Q0/(R**6)))*7.04/(SRPM)*PH*1.356 

TOR3.*(VB**2*X**2•0**3/(R**3)*(-3+5*X**2*Q**2/(R**2)-6*X**4 
+ *Q**4/(R**7)),*7.04/(SRPK*PH*1.356 
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• This is a program to calculate the current of an induction ELSE IF(T(I).GE.A) THEN 
• motor when a small value of slip at no load is COTO 32 
• changed to a higher value of a pulse type, Ou(t-T). ELSE IF(T(I).GE.0) THEN 

• Variable Declaration 
GOTO 30 

ELSE IF(T(I).LT.0) THEN 
• AMP- current in (Ampere) GOTO 39 
• VR- per phase voltage in (Volts) ENDIF 
A Q- slip of the motor 30 AMPS-AMP1 

00- initial slip of the motor GOTO 35 
• R- rotor resistance of the motor in (ohms) 32 AMPS-AMPl+AMP2 
• X- rotor inductive reactance of the motor in (Ohms) COTO 35 

AMP1- is the unit step response of the motor 34 AMPS-AMPl+AMP2+AMP3 
• AMP2- is the pulse response (u(t-T) of the motor 35 AMPE-AMPS/10+36 
• AMP3- is the pulse response (u(t-2T) of the motor M-AMPE 
* PH-the number of phases GRAPHS(M)STAR 
• A- is the time when the rectangular pulse goes to zero in (sec.) WRITE(6,40)T(I),AMPS,GRAPHS 

DIMENSION ISCALE(7) GRAPHS(M)-BL 
PARAMETER (N-20) NR/TE(6,45)DOT 

38 NTINUE INTEGER N,GRAPHS(70),BL,STAR,DOT CO 
REAL AMPS,VR,Q,00,R,X,AMP1,AMP2,AMP3,I0,PH,T(N),A 39 STOP 
DATA GRAPHS/70*" "/,BL/" "/,STAR/"*"/ 40 FORMATUX,F3.1,2X,F7.2,2X,70A1,T4,A1 
DATA DOT/"."/ 45 FORMAT(T50,A1) 
READ*,VR,R,X,P,00,I0,A END 
OPEN(UNIT•.6,FILE-"marl.dat",STATUS.•"NEW") 
WRITE(6,2)VR 

2 FORMAT(10X,"The per phase voltage is",1X,F5.1,1X,"volts.") 
WRITE(6,10)R 

10 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor resistance is",F6.2,1X,"ohms.") 
WRITE(6,12)X 

12 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor inductive reactance is",F6.2,1X, 
+ "ohms.") 

WRITE(6,14)Q 
14 FORMAT(10X,"The final slip is",1X,F6.3,"u(t-T).") 

WR/TE(6,16)00 
16 FORMAT(10X,"The initial slip is"„1X,F6.3,".") 

WRITE(6,18)I0 
18 FORMAT(10X,"The initial current is",1X,F5.2,1X,"N-m.") 
22 FORMAT(30X,"Current in Ampere",//10X,7I10) 
23 FORMAT(10X,"The unit step response (u(t)) of the current im",1X, 

+ F6.2,1X,"Amp.") 
24 FORMAT(10X,"The pulse response (u(t-T)) of the current is", 

+ 1x,r6.2,1x,.Amp.") 
25 FORMAT(10X,"The pulse response (u(t-2T)) of the current is", 

+ 1X,F6.2,1X,"Amp.") 
AMP1..,(VR*(10-00)/R-3•X**2•VR'(Q•*3-0•+2•00)/(2•R**3))+IO 
AMP2...(VRI(2*(-1-3*X**2*()**2/(R**2)-3*X**2*()*00/(2*R**2))/R) 
AMP3.-(3*VR'X**2*Q**3/(2*R**3)) 
WRITE(6,23)AMW1 
WRITE(6,24)AMP2 
WRITE(6,25)AMP3 
DO 27 I1,7 
B-100*I-400 
ISCALE(I)...K 

27 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,22)ISCALE 
WRITE(6,28) 

28 rORMAT("Timm",5X,"Current") 
WR1TE(6,29) 

29 FORMATC(Seo.)",3X,"(Amp.)") 
DO 38 I-1,N 
READ*,T(I) 
IF(T(I).GE.2*A) THEN 

~~  
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• This is a program to calculate the torque of an induction TOR,W,S**2*X**4*Q**4*Q0*T(I)**4/(R**5) * motor when a very small value of slip at no load TOR5VS**2*X**4•0**5*T(I)**5/(5*R**5) 
* is changed to a ramp type, Qt. TOR6...6*VS**2*X**6*Q**6*00*T(I)"6/17*R**7) 
• Variable Declaration 

TORT-6*VS.*2*X**6*Q**7*T(I)**7/(49*R**7) • TORQUE- torque in (Newton-meter) 
TORQUE-7.04/(SRPHO*PH*1.356*(TOR1+TOR2-TOR3-TOR4+ * VS- the per phase voltage in (Volts) 
4+TOR6-TOR7)+TORQ1 0- the slip of the motor 
TOR49-.T 

-STAR 

* 00- the initial slip of the motor 14 TORQORQUE/100+34

( ) 
* R- the rotor resistance of the motor in (Ohms) 
• X- the rotor inductive reactance of the motor in (Ohms) GRAPHS 91  

W,27) • TO- the initial torque in (Newton-meter) 
GRAPHS
RITE(6 

(H) SL 
T(I),TORQUE,GRAPHS 

* T(I)- time in (Seconds) 
) NRITE • PH- the number of phases 

• F- frequency of the system in (Hz) 25 CON 
(6,30DOT 
NUE 

• P- the number of poles STOP  
27 FORMAT(1X,F3.1,F10.2,2X,70A1,T4,A1) 
30 FORMAT(T50,A1) 

DIMENSION ISCALE(7) END  
PARAMETER (N..20) 
REAL TORQ,VS,0,00,X,R,TO,TORQ1,TORI,TOR2,TOR3,TOR4,TOR5, 

+TOR6,TOR7,SRPM,P,F,PH,T(N) 
INTEGER I,GRAPHS(70),BL,STAR,DOT 
DATA GRAPHS/70*" "/,BL/" "/,STADJ"*"/ 
DATA DOT/"."/ 
READ*,VS,F,P,PH,R,X,0,00,TO 
OPEN(UNIT-6,FILE.."marl.dat",STATUS"NEN) 
WRITE(6,1)VS 

1 FORMAT(10X,"The per phase voltage is",2X,F5.1,2X 
4"volts.") 
NRITE(6,2)F 

2 FORMAT(10X,"The frequency of the system is",2X,F4.1,1X,"herti.") 
NRITE(6,3)P 

3 FORMAT(10X,"The number of poles is",2X,F4.1,".") 
WRITE(6,4)PH 

4 FORMAT(10X,"The number of phases of the motor ia",1X,F4.1,".") 
NRITE(6,5)R 

5 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor resistance of the motor is",F6.2,2X,"ohms.") 
WRITE(6,6)X 

6 FORMAT(10X,"The total inductive reactance of the motor is",F6.2, 
4-1X,"ohms.") 
NRITE(6,7)0 

7 FORMAT(10X,"The final slip im",1X,F6.3,"t.") 
WRITE (6,8)00 

8 FORMAT(10X,"The initial slip is",1X,F6.3,".") 
WRITE(6,9)TO 

9 FORMAT(10X,"The initial torque is",1X,F5.2,1X,"N-m.") 
DO 15 1..1,7 
R-10005  I-4000 
ISCALE(I)-K 

15 CONTINUE 
NRSTE(6,20)ISCALE 

20 FORMAT("1",30X,"Torque in Newton-meter",//10X,7I10) 
WRITE (6, 21) 

21 FORMAT("Time",5X,"Torque") 
WRITE(6,22) 

22 FORMAT("(Sec.)",3X,"(N-m)") 
DO 25 I-1,N 
READ,,,T(I) 
SRPM,..120*F/P 
TORQ1..7.04/SRPH*PH*1.356*(TO-VS**2*Q0/R) 
TOR1..V8**2*Q*T(I)/R 
TOR2-VS**2*X**2•0**2+00*T(I)**2/(R**3) 
TOR3.6VS**2*X**2*Q**3*T(I)**3/(3*R**3) 

c
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* This la a program to calculate the current of an induction 
* motor when a very small value of slip at no load 
* is changed to a ramp type, Qt. 
* Variable Declaration 
* AMP- the current in (Ampere) 
• VR- the per phase voltage in (Volts) 
* 0- the slip of the motor 
• 00- the initial slip of the motor 
• R- the rotor resistance of the motor in (Ohms) 
• X- the rotor inductive reactance of the motor in (Ohms) 
• IC,- the initial current in (Ampere) 

T(I)- time in (Seconds) 

DIMENSION ISCALE(7) 
PARAMETER (N-20) 
REAL AMP,VR,(1,Q0,X,R,I0,ANP1,AMP2,AMP3,AMP4,T(N) 
INTEGER I,GRAPHS(70),8L,STAR,DOT 
DATA GRAPHS/70" "/,Bid" "/,STAR/"*"/ 
DATA DOT/"."/ 
READ*,VR,R,X,(11,00,I0 
OPEN(UNIT6,FILZ-"marl.dat",STATUS..."OLD") 
WRITE(6,1)VR 

1 FORMAT(10X,"The per phase voltage is",2X,F5.1,2X 
4-"volts.") 
WRITE(6,5)R 

5 FORMAT(10X,"The,  rotor resistance of the motor ia",F6.2,2X,"ohms.") 
WRITE(6,6)X 

6 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor inductive reactance of the motor ia",F6.2, 
+1X,"ohms.") 
WRITE(6,7)a 

7 FORMAT(10X,"The final slip is",1X,F6.3,"t.") 
WRITE(6,8)00 

8 FORMAT(10X,"The initial slip is",1X,F6.3,".") 
WRITE(6,9)I0 

9 FOR34AT(10X,"The initial current is",1X,F5.2,1X,"Amp.") 
DO 15 I1,7 
K-100*I-400 
ISCALC(I)-K 

15 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,20)/SCALZ 

20 FORMAT( ",30X,"Current in Ampere",//10X,7110) 
WRITE (6, 21) 
WRITE(6,22) 

21 FORMAT("Time",3X,"Current") 
22 FORMATO(Sec.)",2X,"(Amp.)") 

DO 25 I...1,N 
READ*,T(I) 
AMP1-IO-VR*00/R 
AMP2.4/R*P*T(I)/R 
AMP3-VR*X**2*Q**2*Q0*T(I)**2/(2*R**3) 
AMP4-VR*X**2*()**3*T(I)**3/(6*R**3) 
AMP(AMPl+AMP2+AMP3-AMP4) 
AMPSAMP/104-36 
H-AMPS 
GRAPHS(H)STAR 
WRITE(6,27)T(I),ANW,GRAPHS 
GRAPHS(M)-BL 
WRITE(6,30)DOT 

25 CONTINUE 
STOP 

27 FORMAT(1X,F3.1,2X,F7.2,2X,70A1,T4,A1) 
30 FORMAT(T50,A1) 

END 
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* This is a program to calculate the torque of an induction TOR4-X**2*Q**2*QO*T(I)**4/(R**3)•(0.33+0.21*X**2*Q**2 
• motor when a small value of slip at no load is + /(R**2)) 
* changed to a higher value of a sinusoidal type, Point. TORS-X**2*Q**3*T(I)**5/(R**3)*(0.08+0.04*X**2*Q**2/R**2) 

TOR6-X**2*Q**2*Q0*T(I)**6/(R**3)*(0.0279+0.14*X**2*Q**2/ 
* Variable Declaration + (R**2)+2.8E-3*X**4*()**4/(R**4)) 
* TORQUE- torque in (Newton-meter) TOR7-X**2*Q•*3*T(I)**7/(R**3)*(5.7E-3+0.02*X**2*Q•*2/ 
* VS- per phase voltage in (Volts) + (R**2)+4E-4*X*•4*Q•*4/(R**4)) 
* Q- final slip of the motor TOR8-X**4*Q**4*Q0*T(/)**8/(R**5)*(0.03+2.86-3*X**2*Q**2 
* Q0- initial ■lip of the motor + /(R**2)) 
• R- rotor resistance of the motor TOR9-X•*2*Q**3*T(I)*•9/(R**3)*(1.006-4+4.16-3*X**2*Q**2/ 
• X- total inductive reactance of the motor in (Ohms) + (R**2)+315-4*X**4*Q**4/(R**4)) 
• SRPM- the synchronous speed in (rpm) TOR10-X**4*Q**4*QO*T(I)**10/(R**5)*(3.9E-3+1.2E-3*X**2* 
* P- the number of poles + Q**2/(R**2)) 
* PH- the number of phases TOR11-X**4*Q**S*T(I)*•11/(R**5)*(46-4+1L-4*X**2*Q**2 

+ /(R**2)) 
DIMENSION ISCALZ(7) TOR12-X*•4*Q**4*QO*T(I)**12/(R**5)*(2.06-4+3E-4*X**2 
PARAMETER (N..20) + *0**2/(R**2)) 
INTEGER N,GRAPHS(70),HL,STAR,DOT TOR13-X**4*Q**5*T(I)**13/(R**5)*(1.46L-5+2.046-5•X**2 
REAL T(N),TORO,VS,Q,Q0,R,X,TOR,TOR1,TOR2,TOR3,TOR4,TOR5,TOR6,TOR7, + *0**2/(R**2)) 

+ TOR8,TOR9,TORIO,TOR11,TOR12,TOR13,TOR14,TOR15,TOR16,TOR17,TOR18, TOR14-3.22E-5*X**6*Q**6*Q0*T(I)**14/(R**7) 
+ TOR19,TOR20,TOR21,W,SRPM,F,P,PH TOR15...X**4*Q**5*T(I)**15/(R**5)*(5.89E-8+2.241E-6*(1**2 

DATA GRAPHS/70*" "/,EILP, ./,STAR/""/ + •X**2/(R**2)) 
DATA DOT/"."/ TOR16..4.29E-6*X**6*Q**6*Q0*T(I)**16/(R**7) 
READ*,VS,F,P,PH,R,X,Q,Q0,TO TOR17-2.6E-7*X**6*(1**7*T(I)**17/(R**7) 
OPEN (UNIT.-6, FILL•*"marl . dat " , STATUS.."NEW) TOR18-5.956-8*X**6*Q**6*QO*T(I)•*18/(R**7) 
WRITE(6,1)VS TOR19-3.87E-9*X**6•Q**7*T(I)**19/(R**7) 

1 FORMAT(10X,"The per phase voltage is",1X,F5.1,1X,"volts.") TOR21..7.46E-12*X**6*Q**7*T(I)**21/(R**7) 
WRITI(6,2)F TORQUE...“(TOR1+TOR2-TOR3-TOR4+TORS+TOR6-TOR7-TORS+TOR9+TOR10- 

2 FORMAT(10X,"The frequency of the system is",1X,F4.1,1X, + TOR11-TOR12+TORI3+TOR14-TOR15-TOR16+TOR17+TOR18-TOR19+ 
+ "hertz.") + +TOR21)•VS•*2)*7.04/(SRPM)*PH*1.356)+TOR 

WRITE(6,3)P TORQwTORQUE/100+34 
3 FORMAT(10X,"The number of pole■ of the motor is",1X,r4.1,".") M-TORQ 

WRITE(6,4)PH GRAPHS(M)STAR 
4 FORMAT(10X,"The number of phase is",1X,F4.1,".") WRITE(6,27)T(I),TORQUE,GRAPHS 

WRITE(6,5)R GRAPHS(M)-BL 
5 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor resistance is",16.2,1X,"ohms.") WRITZ(6,28)DOT 

WRITE(6,6)X 25 CONTINUE 
6 FORMAT(10X,"The total inductive reactance is",F6.2,1X,"ohms.") STOP 

WRITE(6,7)02 27 FORMAT(1X,F3.1,2X,F10.2,2X,70A1,T4,A1) 
7 FORMAT(10X,"The final slip is",1X,F6.3,"sin t.") 28 FORMAT(T50,A1) 

WRITE(6,8)Q0 END 
8 FORMAT(10X,"The initial slip is",1X,F6.3,".") 

WRITE(6,9)TO 
9 FORMAT(10X,"The initial torque im",(5.2,1X,"N-m.") 

DO 15 1..1,7 
E-1000*I-4000 
ISCALE(I)•IC 

15 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,18)I8CALE 

18 FORMAT(30X,'Torque in N-m",//10X,7I10) 
WRITE(6,20) 
WRITE(6,21) 

20 FORMAT("Time",5X,"Torque") 
21 FORMAT("(Sec.)",3X,"(N-m)") 
* Compute the synchronous speed. 

SRPM-120.*F/P 
DO 25 I...1,N 
READ*,T(I) 

* Calculate the torque 
TORTO-VS**2*Q0/R 
TOR1-Q*T(I)/R 
TOR2-X**2*Q**2*OO*TII)**z/R**3 
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* This is a program to calculate the current of an induction 25 CONTINUE 
• motor when a small value of slip at no load is STOP 
* changed to a higher value of a sinusoidal type, ()pint. 27 FORMAT(F3.1,2X,F7.2,2X,70A1,T4,A1) 

• Variable Declaration 
28 FORMAT(T50,A1)

END 
* AMPS- ampere, in (Ampere) 
* VR- per phase voltage in (Volt.) 
* Q- final slip of the motor 
* Q0- initial slip of the motor 
* R- rotor resistance of the motor 
* X- rotor inductive reactance of the motor in (Ohms) 
* PH- the number of phases 

DIMENSION ISCALE(7) 
PARAMETER (N-20) 
INTEGER N,GRAPHS(70),BL,STAR,DOT 
REAL T(N),TORQ,VR,Q,00,R,X,AMP1,AMP2,AMP3,AMP4,AMP5,AMP6,AMP7, 
AMP6,AMP9,W,IO 
DATA GRAPHS/70*" "/,BL/" "/,STAR/"*"/ 
DATA DOT/"."/ 
READ*,VR,R,X,Q,190,I0 
OPEN(UNIT,-6,FILE..."marl.dat",STATUS,-"NEN*) 
NRITE(6,1)VR 

1 FORMAT(10X,"The per phase voltage is",1X,F5.1,1X,"volts.") 
WRITE(6,5)R 

5 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor resistance is",F6.2,1X,"ohms.") 
WRITE(6,6)X 

6 FORMAT(10X,"The rotor inductive reactance ia",F6.2,1X,"ohms.") 
WRITE(6,7)0 

7 FORMAT(10X,"The final slip is",1X,F6.3,"sin t.") 
WRITE(6,8)00 

8 FORMAT(10X,"The initial slip is",1X,F6.3,".") 
WRITE(6,9)I0 

9 FORMAT(10X,"The initial current is",F5.2,1X,"Amp.") 
DO 15 1.-1,7 
K-100*I-400 
ISCALE(I)-K 

15 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,10)ISCALE 

18 FORMAT(30X,"Current in Ampere ",//10X,7I10) 
WRITE(6,20) 
NRITE(6,21) 

20 VORMAT("Time",3X,"Current") 
21 FORMAT("(Sec.)",2X,"(Amp.)") 

DO 25 I-1,N 
READ*,T(I) 

* Calculate the current. 
AMP1-IO-VR*Q0/R 
AMPZ-VR*Q*T(/)/R 
AMP3.41R*Q*T(I)**3/R*(-0.167-0.495*X**2*00**2/R**2) 
AMP4.4.165*VR*X**2*Q**2*Q0*T(I)**4/R**3 
AMP5,-.0.042*VR*X**2*Q**3*T(I)**5/R**3 
AMP6.4.4E-2*VR*X**2*Q**2*Q0*T(I)**6/R**3 
AMP7-2.9E-3*VR*X**2*()**3*T(I)**7/R**3 
AMP8-0.495*VR*X**2*Q**2*Q0*T(I)**2/R**3 
AMP9-,2.76E-5*VR*X**2*(3**3*T(I)**9/R**3 
AMP(AMPl+AMP24-AMP3-AMP4+AMP5+AMP6-AMP7+AHP8+AMP9) 
AMPS-AMP/10+36 
14.-AMPS 
GRAPHS(M)STAR 
NR/TE(6,27)T(I),AMP,GRAPHS 
GRAPHS(M)-3L 
WRITE(6,28)DOT 
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